ABSTRACT

Rapid evolution of technology and increasing necessity of storing data and securing it as well gave rise to various techniques to secure it along with the new innovative malicious techniques to have a hazardous impact on the organization by wrecking the database and manipulating data. In this paper we have presented various techniques that are being used by such attackers called sql injections and their prevention methods these attacks are targeted towards web applications using databases and are injected through the input fields meant for taking information such as username or password. Such codes injected combines with the already present sql code and form a query that solves the purposes of the attacker if vulnerable to such attacks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the modern era computers and information have a big impact on our lives. Everyday staggering amount of data is added to the databases worldwide. Escalating numbers of users and their increasing dependency for the digital information and communication is a proof how important securing the information is. Thus with the advancement in useful technology the rise of the malicious and destructive data is no exception. One of the major threat to the information stored in databases is called sql injection. In this paper presentation of various types of vulnerabilities and techniques of sql injection are presented along with their prevention methods.

2. SQL INJECTIONS

SQL a structured query language is a standard language chosen for relational databases is used for defining and structuring databases along with its manipulation. Most dialects that are being used today are partially based upon SQL-92.

SQL injection is a series of sql statements which are given as input to the application and along with the ‘query’ in the application the sql statements behave differently which may have hazardous results.

2.1 Consequences of Injection

The code injected in the application can manipulate the information and structure of the database by using just few statements. Being common and efficient technique it is very important for the developers and administrators to consider it a major concern. The injection can delete insert data. It can forge user identity and commit crimes. In many cases the entire data is manipulated resulting in database shutdown and huge loss of time and money.

3. TECHNIQUES AND PREVENTION

There are many ways of implementation of sql injection which are adopted by the attackers depending on their desired result.[1]

3.1 Tautology

The database authentication work on the basic principle of authentication in which the input is matched with the information in the database but if instead of authentic input some conditional statements are given which will always result in a true value and the authentication gates are bypassed thus this technique is called tautology. This method can also return some information which can be used in further attacks.

For example:

Let’s suppose the developer wrote the username query as

```sql
select name from users where name='user' and password='passwd';
```

and in the username field if the input be given as

```sql
' OR '1'='1
```

The input will behave as

```sql
select name from users where name=' 'OR '1'='1'   and password=' 'OR '1'='1'  ;
```

This will return all the data from the users.
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Such attacks can be prevented by input validation, by checking the type, size, format and range and not letting the input bypass the authentication.

For example, by giving the error “Password field can not be left empty” in case when the attacker uses tautological statements in the password field. Parameterised queries can be used instead of injecting the values directly into the command..

3.2 Interference

[5]

When the structure of the database or the information is needed which can be used for further attacks inference technique is used which tends to be more hazardous. The basic principle of inference is to inject the code in order to get some error which contains the data needed for the further process. Inference attacks are based on the conditional statements.

For example:

Malicious parameter (inference attack on SQL Server).

1: IF SYSTEM_USER='systemadmin' SELECT 1/0 ELSE SELECT 6

Query generated (two possible outcomes for the injected IF).

SELECT name, email FROM members WHERE id=1; IF SYSTEM_USER='systemadmin' SELECT 1/0 ELSE SELECT 6

If error is thrown by the database that shows the database is run by the system administrator i.e 'sa'

Some times by using the delay of response from the database is also used for gathering information which is called 'timing attacks'. Such attacks can be prevented using the functions that validates the input and scan for the terms like 'insert', 'delete', 'drop', 'update' as these terms are commonly used for sql injections. Comment delimiter like '--' must be scanned and eliminated and banning the ip temporarily can be useful in defending the application against attacks.

3.3 Injecting Union Query

[6][7]

Union statements are used for returning information from two different tables and its not necessary for the selected columns to be of the same data type.

For example 2,

'--UNION SELECT name, type, id FROM objects;--'

The '--'can comment out the rest of the sql code and apostrophe in the beginning closes the quote in the SQL statement. This may show the attacker the names of the objects used and their types, the attacker may know the table name and further use it.

For example 1:

SELECT SALARY_INFO FROM members where
username='"' and password='"' UNION SELECT
BASIC_INFO from members where member_id='29012;

The query will return the basic information of the member with the id=29012. The union query contains set operators and the main query is resulting Null value.

Such attacks can be prevented by setting maxlength in the fields to set a restriction in the number of characters to be used and encrypting information. Using stored procedures which can validate input and allow the password to pass in but it will not allow it to be in any result set. Stored procedures should be well written as they may cause potential harm if the code is buggy.

3.4 Stored Procedures

[7]

Databases contain defined stored procedures which triggers events according to the condition. The attacker injects malicious codes which triggers the stored procedures according to their desired result.

For example, using 'shutdown' may trigger the database to shutdown.

It is very important to validate the input properly before any processing in the database as stored procedure being helpful in defending database can also prove to be fatal to it.

3.5 Piggy Bagged Query

[8][9][10]

In this kind of attack queries are added to the original query and vulnerable database receives and executes a query which consists a number of other queries with different function. The first query is legal one and the appending queries are the code that is injected for malicious activity. With this method most of the functions can be implemented thus making this technique a fatal move.

By using the techniques mentioned above the attacker can gain important information like username and by forging identity and using piggy back method the password field of the authentication page can be filled using query

pass = ' OR (SELECT COUNT(*) FROM member)=10 AND 'a'

and along with the pre defined query the statement will be completed as

select name from members where name= 'member1' and pass = 'a'

OR (SELECT COUNT(*) FROM members=10 AND 'a');

After many hit and trials the attacker can know the number of users in the database also the data can be inserted using 'insert into' clause if the query results the value 'true'. For such attacks the formation of proper functions which can scan and eliminate malicious code having suspicious terms. Encrypting the data and not letting it show in any result is a smart choice.

3.6 Alternate Encoding Technique

[10][11][12]

In some cases attackers inject hexadecimal, ASCII and unicode character encoded texts and bypass the well defended system. The techniques for preventing the injections are not always useful in the case of alternate encoding.

For example:

SELECT + FROM members WHERE login= " AND pass= ";exec(char(0x736875746465776e))"

The char() function used returns the actual characters of encoding of characters. This encoded string is interpreted by the database as the shutdown command.
4. CONCLUSION

A number of injection techniques are reviewed along with the methods to prevent them. Data security is an important issue and by the use of proper techniques like encryption of the data, accessing the database using an account with as less privileges that are necessary and assurance of data validation with proper use of stored procedures and parameterized queries and using ORM framework can secure the data from the intruders. As data security is a major concern for every organization it is as important as any other thing involved in the development of products and organization. Every threat has a prevention method and by using advanced engineering skills and proper understanding of the possible threats computers and the information can be secured from the attacks. Better database design, intelligent queries and using advance detections gives better security and can handle the major threat of SQL injections.

5. FUTURE WORK

The usage of automated injecting bots are very much common and more sophisticated and complex techniques are being evolved by the attackers giving technology a chance to evolve the defensive techniques. With our research and survey of the techniques used for injecting malicious codes and by reviewing their defensive techniques it is observed that by securing the query language by innovation of defensive database design and implementation of the schema in a more secured way.

There is a good chance that a design can be evolved which doesn’t have the loopholes like the traditional schema and which won’t need injection preventive techniques. As there are a number of combination of injection techniques which are hazardous and as the time is passing the need of securing data is increasing and data security has become our major concern.
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